
1. System can be insecure for two reasons:
� security policies are not well designed, or
� some bug in the code enforcing the those policies allows enforcement to be bypassed.
Many security bugs exploit race conditions resulting from inadequate synchronization.  Four reasons:
� Races allow seemingly impossible situations, defeating the system designer’s careful security reasoning.
� Any programmer of a complicated concurrent system is likely to introduce race bugs.  Why?

� Normal testing of the system is unlikely to have eliminated these bugs.  Why?

� Although the race might almost never occur in normal operation, the cracker may be able to trigger the race by
understanding it and carefully staging the necessary sequence of events.  Why might open source projects be
especially vulnerable?

2.  A particular class of race conditions TOCTTOU (Time Of Check To Time Of Use) are exploited frequently.
Consider the contrived example from text where OS allows a thread’s priority to be changed given a pointer to a
block of memory containing:  request.thread (the thread identifier) and request.priority (the new priority).  The
code might be:

if request.thread is owned by the current user then

    set request.thread's priority to request.priority

else

    return error code for invalid request

a)  Where is the TOCTTOU (Time Of Check To Time Of Use) race condition in this code?

b)  Text mentions that race conditions need not occur in the OS kernel itself, but rather in a privileged program.  He
cites a TOCTTOU vulnerability in the Sun Microsystems mail software from the 1990s.  
� Why would the OS need to grant the mail software special privileges?

� Before writing to the user’s mail file, the mail program checked to see of the mail file was in the expected
location in the user’s directory and was a normal file (not a symbolic link to another file located elsewhere).
After doing this check, what could be changed by a cracker at just the right moment? 
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Atomic transaction (transaction/atomic action) - is an operation that takes a system from an observable initial state
to an observable final state without any intermediate states being observable or perturbable by other concurrent
atomic transactions.  

We want our atomic transactions to have the ACID properties: (Harder and Reuter ‘83)

� Atomic - to the outside world, the whole transaction happens as a single indivisible, instantaneous action

� Consistent - system invariants (e.g., conservation of money) upheld by whole transaction

� Isolated/Serializable - concurrent execution of transactions should result in a state in which all transactions ran
serially in some order

� Durable - once a transaction commits, its changes are permanent (i.e., endures a system crash and reboot)

3. Suppose that you want to transfer $5 from savings to checking at your bank.  

a)  Where would your savings and checking balances be located?

b)  What steps would need to be performed to transfer $5 from savings to checking?

c)  Assuming the balances list belows.  Does you algorithm in part (b) pass through an intermediate state(s) that
could cause problems if the system crashed in the middle of your algorithm?  

Example Bank Transfer - transferring $5 from savings to checking

Before:

 Intermediate State

   After:$100 $95$50 $55
Savings

Savings

Savings Checking

 Checking

 Checking
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Consistent Consistent
   Initial    Final
   State    State

atomic

transaction

failed

transaction



d)  What problem does the crash cause?

4.  Atomic transactions are used more in middleware than OS.  What is middleware?

5.  Consider a database with two simultaneous transfers from into another account.
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